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PBM Tank Trailers
For over 50 years, PBM Supply & Mfg., Inc. has been an innovative leader in the construction and
manufacture of Agricultural Sprayers. It is our goal to provide each customer with easy access to one-onone technical assistance in the design, construction and operation of your PBM products.

Trailer Division
Reliable Products

Over five decades of manufacturing experience is reflected in every aspect of your PBM product. By listening closely to our customers we are able to provide Sprayers with innovative features and exceptional
reliability.

Attractive Pricing

By developing and manufacturing our product in-house, PBM is able to keep costs down and quality up.
We cut no corners and go the extra mile to make sure our customers receive the best value and highest
quality products for their money. All pricing listed in this catalog is subject to change without notice.

Complete Range

In addition to an extensive selection of Agricultural Sprayers, we specialize in designing and manufacturing spray systems to fit the needs of any custom application.

PBM Limited Warranty

“PBM Supply & Mfg., Inc.” warrants to the end user that all new PBM Supply & Mfg., Inc. Agricultural
Sprayers and other PBM Supply & Mfg., Inc.- manufactured products will be free from defects in workmanship and materials. The duration of this warranty and of all other warranties that may be applicable to
the purchase is a period of one year from the date of delivery to the end user. (Please see the complete
Limited Warranty details for specific legal rights and limitations).
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Superior Tank Trailers

With a superior quality Tank Trailer from PBM Supply & Mfg., Inc. you can assure the safe and reliable transport of water, chemicals and fertilizers to and from the field. Standard models are offered for a broad array of uses, for service as transfer or ‘nurse’
tanks, spray mixing, dust control, and applicator support. All Tank Trailers can be customized with varying tank sizes, plumbing
kits, and many other accessories.

PBM-DT-325-R
This highly maneuverable, 325 gallon Tank Trailer is perfect for
smaller capacity jobs. Road-ready, spring suspension steadies
the payload for dust control, or the transport of water, spray
materials, or fertilizers.
Features:
♦♦ 325 gallon polyethylene tank
♦♦ Solid, 3,500 lb straight axle with spring suspension
♦♦ Sturdy steel tubing frame
♦♦ 5,000 lb top wind jack
♦♦ Pump and engine mounts on front of trailer
♦♦ ST205 x 75D15 tires with 5 on 4.5 wheels
♦♦ Fenders
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ LED rear and side trailer lights
Base models (options not included)

Tank Trailers

300 Gallon Series

*Plumbing sold separately

Item number

Description

PBM-DT-325-I

Leg Tank Trailer with a 325 gallon tank and a 3,500 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 3,500 lb single axle spring suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch,
12" x 36" fenders, and two 6 on 6 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include brakes or side lights.

PBM-DT-325-NSI

Leg Tank Trailer with a 325 gallon tank and a 3,500 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 3,500 lb single solid axle, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, and two 6 on
6 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include brakes, fenders, lights, or suspension.

PBM-DT-325-NSR

Leg Tank Trailer with a 325 gallon tank and a 3,500 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 3,500 lb single axle solid suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch,
and two 5 on 4.5 hubs with ST205 x 75D15 road rated tires. Does not include brakes, fenders, lights, or suspension.

PBM-DT-325-R

Leg Tank Trailer with a 325 gallon tank and a total weight capacity of 3,500 lbs. Comes standard with a 3,500 lbs single axle spring suspension, a 1" adjustable
clevis hitch, 9 x 33" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 5 on 4.5 hubs with ST205 x 75R15 road rated tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-325-R-HYD

Leg Tank Trailer with a 325 gallon tank and a 3,500 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a single axle spring suspension, a model 6 hydraulic brake actuator
with 1" adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 9 x 33" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 5 on 4.5 hubs with ST205 x 75D15 road rated tires.

PBM-DT-500EL-HYD-CON TRL

The 500 gallon water Construction Trailer is designed for many
uses: water control, dust control, road washing, and water transfer. Double axles with spring suspension and heavy duty tubing
frame give this trailer a sturdy, stable ride behind any full-size
pickup.
Features:
♦♦ 500 gallon elliptical tank with full drain sump
♦♦ Double axle spring suspension with hydraulic brakes on one 		
axle, 7,000 lb capacity
♦♦ Steel tubing frame
♦♦ 6,000 lb GVWR with 2” ball hitch (optional 1” clevis hitch shown)
♦♦ 5,000 lb top wind jack
♦♦ Pump and motor mounts
♦♦ Fenders
♦♦ LED rear and side trailer lights
♦♦ ST205 x 75D15 tires with 5 on 4.5 wheels
♦♦ Two inch water nozzles
♦♦ Storage box
Options:

*Plumbing sold separately

Item number

Description

PBM-36585-5.5H

Pump and Motor Combination. Comes standard with an MP Pumps Flomax 8 cast iron centrifugal pump coupled to a Honda™ 160cc gas engine.

PBM-BASIC PLUMB
CONSTRUCN

PBM basic plumbing kit including a two inch overhead fill, two-inch by 20 foot suction hose assembly, 2 inch ball valves plumbed for multiple draft options, 3/4 inch
garden hose outlet valve and a rear spray nozzle for watering roads.

PBM-CONST/PLUMB
PARTS KIT

PBM basic plumbing kit including a two inch by 50 foot lay flat hose assembly with quick couplings, fire hydrant adapter and a two inch suction strainer to adapt to
suction hose for drafting.

18078

1” adjustable clevis hitch.
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Tank Trailers

500 Gallon Series
PBM-LP-535EL-LEG-CON-PSP

This 535 gallon construction trailer is a versatile
trailer designed to tackle tasks such as bulk water
transfer, dust suppression, washing down equipment, and cleaning job sites. The trailer features
a reliable Honda engine coupled to your choice of
transfer pump. Includes a 200 GPM John Blue selfpriming centrifugal pump with double wet seal (can
be run dry). The construction trailer comes with
25 feet of 2” lay flat discharge hose, 20 feet of 2”
suction hose, an adjustable spray nozzle, and a fire
hydrant adapter for filling.
Features:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

535 Gallon Polyethylene Tank With 16” Lid
7,000 Lb Double Axle Spring Suspension
Single Axle Electric Brakes
7-Way Trailer Plug
2” Ball Hitch
LED side & Tail Lights
2” Air Gap Fill Kit
2” Dust Suppression Nozzle
Self-Priming Centrifugal Pump With 160cc Honda Motor
Discharge Ports: 3/4” Garden Hose Fitting, and 2ea 2” Female Cam Lever Fittings
6,000 Lb GVWRl

Base models (options not included)
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Item number

Description

PBM-LP-535EL-LEG-CON-CI

535 elliptical leg construction trailer with 7,000 lb weight capacity (6000lb GVWR). Includes 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, heavy duty steel
tubing frame, single axle electric brakes, fenders, LED side & tail lights, 5 on 4-1/2 hubs, ST205/75R15 tires, top wind jack, 2” ball hitch & safety chains.
Comes standard with a 2” MP Flomax 8 transfer pump coupled to a 160cc Honda gas engine. Includes the following items. 2” pvc fill kit, 3/4” garden
hose outlet, 19” poly storage box, bolt on water nozzle, fire hydrant adapter and a 2” by 25’ layflat hose.

PBM-LP-535EL-LEG-CON2-CI

535 elliptical leg construction trailer with 7,000 lb weight capacity (6000lb GVWR). Includes 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, heavy duty steel
tubing frame, double axle electric brakes, fenders, LED side & tail lights, 5 on 4-1/2 hubs, ST205/75R15 tires, top wind jack, 2” ball hitch & safety
chains. Comes standard with a 2” MP Flomax 8 transfer pump coupled to a 160cc Honda gas engine. Includes the following items. 2” pvc fill kit, 3/4”
garden hose outlet, 19” poly storage box, bolt on water nozzle, fire hydrant adapter and a 2” by 25’ layflat hose.

PBM-LP-535EL-LEG-CON-PSP

535 elliptical leg construction trailer with 7,000 lb weight capacity (6000lb GVWR). Includes 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, heavy duty steel
tubing frame, single axle electric brakes, fenders, LED side & tail lights, 5 on 4-1/2 hubs, ST205/75R15 tires, top wind jack, 2” ball hitch & safety chains.
Comes standard with a 2” John Blue Poly Wet Seal transfer pump coupled to a 160cc Honda gas engine. Includes the following items. 2” pvc fill kit, 3/4”
garden hose outlet, 19” poly storage box, bolt on water nozzle, fire hydrant adapter and a 2” by 25’ layflat hose.

PBM-LP-535EL-LEG-CON2-PSP

535 elliptical leg construction trailer with 7,000 lb weight capacity (6000lb GVWR). Includes 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, heavy duty steel
tubing frame, double axle electric brakes, fenders, LED side & tail lights, 5 on 4-1/2 hubs, ST205/75R15 tires, top wind jack, 2” ball hitch & safety
chains. Comes standard with a John Blue 2” Poly Wet Seal transfer pump coupled to a 160cc Honda gas engine. Includes the following items. 2” pvc fill
kit, 3/4” garden hose outlet, 19” poly storage box, bolt on water nozzle, fire hydrant adapter and a 2” by 25’ layflat hose.
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PBM-DT-525-R

This very popular, road-ready, 525 gallon trailer
moves easily between the farm or field and the
highway. Commonly used for injection fertilizer,
spray mixing, and applicator support, this trailer
maximizes the material load for smaller tow
vehicles.
Features:
♦♦ 525 gallon polyethylene tank
♦♦ Single axle spring suspension
♦♦ 7,000 lb axle, no brakes
♦♦ Steel tubing frame
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 5,000 lb jack
♦♦ Pump and engine mounts for front of trailer
♦♦ Fenders
♦♦ LED trailer lights
♦♦ 235 x 80R16 10-ply tires (3,500 lbs per tire)

Tank Trailers

500 Gallon Series

PT-LP-535EL-LEG-NSI
See table below for details
*Plumbing sold separately

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-DT-500EL-R

Elliptical Tank Trailer with a 500 gallon tank and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb single axle spring suspension,
a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 36" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Does
not include brakes.

PBM-DT-500EL-NSR

Elliptical Tank Trailer with a 500 gallon tank and a 6,300 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 6,300 lb single solid axle with no suspension, steel tubing frame, 1" adjustable clevis hitch, jack, pump mounts and two 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires.

PBM-DT-500EL-R-2

Elliptical Tank Trailer with a 500 gallon tank and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, 10
x 19 x 72” fenders, side and tail lights, and four 5 on 4.5 hubs with ST205 x 75D15 road rated tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-500EL-R-HYD

Elliptical Tank Trailer with a 500 gallon tank and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb single axle spring suspension,
a model 6 actuator with a 1" adjustable pin hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 36" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 8 on
6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires.

PBM-DT-500EL-R-HYD-2

Elliptical Tank Trailer with a 500 gallon tank and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, a
model 6 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 5 on
4.5 hubs with ST205 x 75D15 road rated tires.

PBM-DT-500EL-HYD-CON
TRL

Elliptical Applicator Construction Trailer with a 500 gallon tank and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 3,500 lb double axle
spring suspension, a model 6 actuator with 2" ball hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and
four 5 on 4.5 hubs with ST205x75d15 road rated tires. Steel storage box and 2” water nozzle are included (featured on pg 4).

PBM-DT-525-I

Leg Tank Trailer with a 525 gallon tank and a 6,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb single axle spring suspension, a 1"
adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 36" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 8 on 6.5 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-525-NSI

Leg Tank Trailer with a 525 gallon tank and a 6,000 lbs weight capacity. Comes standard with a 6,000 lb single axle solid suspension, a 1"
adjustable clevis hitch, and two 6 on 6 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include brakes, fenders, or lights.

PBM-DT-525-NSR

Leg Tank Trailer with a 525 gallon tank and a 6,300 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 6,300 lb single axle solid suspension, a 1"
adjustable clevis hitch, and two 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Does not include brakes, fenders, or lights.

PBM-DT-525-R

Leg Tank Trailer with a 525 gallon tank, and a 7,000 lbs weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb single axle spring suspension, a
1" adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 36" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 x 10 ply road tires. Does not
include brakes.

PBM-DT-525-R-2

Leg Tank Trailer with a 525 gallon tank and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, a 1"
adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, lights, and four 5 on 4.5 hubs with ST205 x 75D15 road rated tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-525-R-HYD

Leg Tank Trailer with a 525 gallon tank capacity and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb single axle spring suspension, a model 6 actuator with a 1" adjustable pin hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 36" fenders, side and tail lights, and two
8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires.

PBM-DT-525-R-HYD-2

Leg Tank Trailer with a 525 gallon tank and a 7,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 3,500 lb double axle spring suspension, a
model 6 actuator hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and two 5 on 4.5 hubs with ST205 x
75D15 road rated tires.

PT-LP-535EL-LEG-NSI

Low Profile Agricultural Tank Trailer with a 535 gallon elliptical leg tank and a 5,500 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 6 on 6 agricultural hubs, 11L15 implement tires and a sturdy steel tubing frame. Does not include suspension or trailer lights.
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Tank Trailers

700 Gallon Series

PBM-DT-725-R-HYD

									

This 725 gallon Tank Trailer has hydraulic brakes to increase the material load capacity behind your full-size pickup. Its sturdy,
stable ride makes it popular in construction, pressure washing, tree washing, as well as a host of chemical mixing, fertilizer, and
other agricultural applications.
Features:
♦♦ 725 gallon polyethylene tank
♦♦ Double axle spring suspension
♦♦ 5,200 lb axles (one brake, one idler)
♦♦ Sturdy steel tubing frame
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 5,000 lb top wind jack
♦♦ Pump and engine mounts for front of trailer
♦♦ Tandem fenders
♦♦ LED rear and side lights
♦♦ ST225 x 75D15 tires (2,540 lbs per tire)
♦♦ Model 10 hydraulic brake actuator

Base models (options not included)
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Item number

Description

PBM-DT-725-I

Leg Tank Trailer with a 725 gallon tank and a 10,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 5,200 lb double axle spring suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, and four 6 on 5.5 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include brakes or lights.

PBM-DT-725-R

Leg Tank Trailer with a 725 gallon tank and a 10,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 5,200 lb double axle spring suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 72' fenders, side and tail lights, and four 6 on 5.5 hubs with 225 x 75R15 road rated tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-725-R-HYD2

Leg Tank Trailer with a 725 gallon tank and a 10,000 lb capacity. Comes standard with 5,000 lb double axle spring suspension, a model 20 actuator
with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, double axle surge brakes , 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 6 on 5.5 hubs with 225 x 75R16 road
rated tires.
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PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD
The 1,010 gallon Tank Trailers have proven the ideal size for
applicator support: a single trailer can support two sprayers on
the ground. This 1,010 gallon model has a cylindrical tank with
a v-shaped bottom for 100% drainage. The low profile design
allows it to be pulled directly into your orchard.
Features:
♦♦ 1,010 gallon full drainage polyethylene tank
♦♦ Double axle spring suspension
♦♦ 7,000 lb axles (one brake, one idler)
♦♦ Sturdy steel tubing frame
♦♦ Single axle surge brakes
♦♦ Model 20 (20,000 lb) actuator with one inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 5,000 lb top wind jack
♦♦ Pump and engine mounts on rear of trailer
♦♦ Tandem fenders
♦♦ LED side and tail lights
♦♦ 235 x 80R16 10-ply tires (3,500 lbs per tire)

Tank Trailers

1,000 Gallon Series

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-DT-1010-I

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 12,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 11L15 implement
tires. Does not include brakes, lights or lever operating kit.

PBM-DT-1010-R

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with
235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Does not include brakes or lever operating kit.

PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD-16K

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, single axle surge brakes, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 x 12 road rated tires. Does not include lever operating kit.

PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD2

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with two 7,000 lb hydraulic brake
axles, spring suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and
tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R15 10-ply road rated tires. Does not include lever operating kit.

PBM-DT-1010HD-R-HYD-2-16K

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon heavy duty tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double
axle spring suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 actuator with a 1' adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge
brakes, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 12-ply road rated tires. Does not include lever
operating kit.

PBM-LP-1010-R

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 10,500 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 5,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 225 X 75D15 tires with 6 on 5 1/2 hubs. Does not include brakes, fenders, lights or lever operating kit.

PBM-LP-1010-I

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 10,500 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 5000 lb double axle spring suspension, 1” adjustable clevis hitch, 11L-15 implement tires with 6 on 5-1/2 hubs. Does not include brakes, fenders, lights or lever operating kit.

PBM-DT-1025-R-HYD
This 1,025 gallon Leg Tank Trailer is an excellent choice for bulk transfer of water
and materials. The 1,025 gallon tank size has proven to be ideal for applicator
support, as a single Tank Trailer can support two sprayers in the field.
Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-DT-1025-I

Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,025 gallon tank capacity and a 12,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb double axle spring suspension, a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 76” fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include
brakes.

PBM-DT-1025-NSI

Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,025 gallon tank and a 12,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 6,000 lb double axle solid suspension system,
a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, and four 6 on 6 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include brakes, fenders, or lights.

PBM-DT-1025-R

Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,025 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring suspension, a 1”
adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 72” fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Does not
include brakes.

PBM-DT-1025-R-HYD-WAGON

Leg Tank Trailer Wagon with a 1,025 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring suspension
with pivoting front axle, a model 12 actuator with a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 36” fenders, tail
lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Does not include side lights.

PBM-DT-1025-R-HYD2

Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,025 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring suspension, a
model 20 actuator with a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 72” fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on
6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires.
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Tank Trailers

Mixing Trailers

PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD-MIX-CX

The Closed Mix Trailer is an ideal solution for mixing
chemicals on site. Safely introduce the contents of 1 to
2.5 gallon chemical containers and rinse without risking
contact to the operator using the included CXSS closed
mixing system. This trailer features a 60 gallon induction
tank with backflow protection for chemical mixing and
agitation.

PBM-DT-1610HD-R-HYD-MIX

PBM’s 1,610 gallon mixing trailer features a heavy duty
full-drain polyethylene tank and a 60 gallon inductor tank for
mixing and agitating dry or liquid chemicals before offloading into a sprayer. Mixing trailers come standard with electric
start Honda motors, Flomax 8 centrifugal pumps, and an
onboard freshwater rinsing system.

Base models (options not included)
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Item number

Description

PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD-MIX

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 X 19 X
72" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 X 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Also includes a 160cc electric start Honda™
gas engine with a Flomax 8 cast iron centrifugal pump, 60 gallon inductor tank with Securalink closed system anti-back flow check valve
prevents back flow of chemical into the 1,010 leg tank. Includes 12v, 3 gpm pump with deep cycle marine RV battery for eyewash and rinse
system.

PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD-MIX-CX

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 actuator with a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 X 19 X
72” fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 X 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Also includes a 160cc electric start Honda™
gas engine with a Flomax 8 cast iron centrifugal pump, 60 gallon inductor tank with Securalink closed system anti-back flow check valve
prevents back flow of chemical into the 1,010 leg tank. Includes 12v, 3 gpm pump with deep cycle marine RV battery for eyewash and rinse
system. Includes CXSS closed mix system with Banjo adapters.

PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD2-MIX

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 actuator with a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 X
19 X 72” fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 X 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Also includes a 160cc electric start
Honda™ gas engine with a Flomax 8 cast iron centrifugal pump, 60 gallon inductor tank with Securalink closed system anti-back flow check
valve prevents back flow of chemical into the 1,010 leg tank. Includes 12v, 3 gpm pump with deep cycle marine RV battery for eyewash and
rinse system.

PBM-DT-1010-R-HYD2-MIX-CX

Center Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,010 gallon tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle spring suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, Double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 X 19 X
72" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 X 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Also includes a 160cc electric start Honda™
gas engine with a Flomax 8 cast iron centrifugal pump, 60 gallon inductor tank. Includes 12v, 3 gpm pump with deep cycle marine RV battery
for eyewash and rinse system. Includes CXSS closed mix system with Banjo adapters.

PBM-DT-1610HD-R-HYD-MIX

Full Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a Heavy Duty 1,610 gallon tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 8,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 acturator with a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes,
12 x 19 x 76 inch fenders, side and tail lightes, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 12-ply road rated tires. Also includes a 160cc electric
start Honda™ gas engine with a Flomax 8 cast iron centrifugal pump, 60 gallon inductor tank. Includes 12v, 3 gpm pump with deep cycle
marine RV battery for eyewash and rinse system.

PBM-DT-1610HD-R-HYD-MIX-CX

Full Drain Leg Tank Trailer with a Heavy Duty 1,610 gallon tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 8,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, heavy duty steel tubing frame, a model 20 acturator with a 1” adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes,
12 x 19 x 76 inch fenders, side and tail lightes, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 12-ply road rated tires. Also includes a 160cc electric
start Honda™ gas engine with a Flomax 8 cast iron centrifugal pump, 60 gallon inductor tank. Includes 12v, 3 gpm pump with deep cycle
marine RV battery for eyewash and rinse system.Includes CXSS closed mix system with Banjo adapters.

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California

PBM-DT-1000HD-R-HYD

Tank Trailers

Ball Tank Trailers

*Plumbing sold separately

This 1,000 gallon ball trailer design eliminates material settling and
achieves 100% drainage with catwalk access to the tank lid. The 1,000
gallon tank size has proven ideal for material transport and mixing of
water, fertilizer, and chemicals.
Features:
♦♦ 1,000 gallon heavy duty polyethylene sphere tank
♦♦ Double axle spring suspension
♦♦ 7,000 lb axles (one brake, one idler)
♦♦ Sturdy tubing frame
♦♦ Single axle surge brakes
♦♦ Model 20 (20,000 lbs) hydraulic brake actuator
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 5,000 lb top wind jack
♦♦ Pump and engine mounts on rear of trailer
♦♦ Tandem fenders
♦♦ LED tail and side lights
♦♦ 235 x 80R16 10-ply tires (3,500 lbs per tire)
♦♦ Black powder coated cradle and catwalk

PBM-DT-1100N-R-HYD
See table below for details

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-DT-1000HD-I

Ball Tank Trailer with a 1,000 gallon heavy duty tank and a 12,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Basket and loading
platform included. Does not include brakes or lights.

PBM-DT-1000HD-R

Ball Tank Trailer with a 1,000 gallon heavy duty tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road
rated tires. Basket and loading platform included. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-1000HD-R-HYD-16K

Ball Tank Trailer with a 1,000 gallon heavy duty tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side
and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 x 12-ply road rated tires. Basket and loading platform included.

PBM-DT-1000HD-R-HYD-2

Ball Tank Trailer with a 1,000 gallon heavy duty tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 72” fenders, side and
tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Basket and loading platform included.

PBM-DT-1000HD-R-HYD2-16K

Ball Tank Trailer with a 1,000 gallon heavy duty tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side
and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 x 12-ply road rated tires. Basket and loading platform included.

PBM-DT-1000HD-R-HYD

Ball Tank Trailer with a 1,000 gallon heavy duty tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. This 7,000 lb double axle spring suspension
model, comes standard with a model 20 actuator with a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Basket and loading platform are included.

PBM-DT-1000HD-R-HYD-16K

Ball Tank Trailer with a 1,000 gallon heavy duty tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, a model 20 actuator with 1" adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side
and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 12-ply road rated tires. Basket and loading platform are included.

PBM-DT-1100N-HD-R-HYD

1,100 Gallon heavy duty Off-set manway Linear Ball Tank Trailer with 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7k double axle
spring suspension, model 20 actuator with 1” adjustable pin hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10x19x72” fenders, side and tail
lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235x80r16x10 ply road tires

PBM-DT-1100N-HD-R-HYD-2

1,100 Gallon heavy duty Off-set manway Linear Ball Tank Trailer with 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7k double axle
spring suspension, model 20 actuator with 1” adjustable pin hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10x19x72” fenders, side and tail
lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235x80r16x10 ply road tires

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Tank Trailers

Cone Bottom Trailers
PBM-DT-1050-CB-R-HYD

							
		

This very popular 1,050 gallon, heavy duty cone bottom Tank
Trailer has 100% drainage to completely empty the tank after
use. These are excellent Tank Trailers for bulk material transfer
or mixing, and they feature easy lid access from the catwalk to
facilitate mixing and cleaning.
Features:
♦♦ 1,050 gallon full drainage polyethylene cone bottom tank
♦♦ Double axle spring suspension
♦♦ 7,000 lb axles (one brake, one idler)
♦♦ Sturdy steel tubing frame
♦♦ Single axle surge brakes
♦♦ Model 20 (20,000 lbs) actuator
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 5,000 lb top wind jack
♦♦ Pump and engine mounts on rear of trailer
♦♦ Tandem fenders
♦♦ LED side and tail lights
♦♦ 235 x 80R16 10-ply tires (3,500 lbs per tire)

*Plumbing sold separately

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-DT-550-CB-R

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a low profile 550 gallon tank and a 7000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb single idler axle and
spring suspension, a one inch adjustable clevis hitch, fenders, side and tail lights, and 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires.
Includes deck over front end and 2ea rear pump mount plates. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-550-CB-R-HYD

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a low profile 550 gallon tank and a 7000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb single hydraulic brake
axle, Model 10 brake actuator and spring suspension, a one inch adjustable clevis hitch, fenders, side and tail lights, and 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x
80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Includes deck over front end and 2 ea rear pump mount plates.

PBM-DT-750-CB-I

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 750 gallon tank and a 10,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 5,200 lb double axle spring suspension, a 1
inch adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 76” fenders, side and tail ligyhts, and four 6 on 5.5 hubs with 11L15 implement tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-750-CB-R-HYD

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 750 gallon tank and a 10,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 5,200 lb double axle spring suspension, a
model 20 actuator with a 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10x19x72 fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5
hubs with 225x75D15 road tires.

PBM-DT-750-CB-R-HYD2

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 750 gallon tank and a 10,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 5,200 lb double axle spring suspension, a
model 20 actuator with a 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 10x19x72 fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5
hubs with 225x75D15 road tires.

PBM-DT-1050-CB-I

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 1,050 gallon heavy duty natural tank and a 12,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, a 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 11L15 implement tires.
Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-1050-CB-R

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 1,050 gallon heavy duty natural tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, a 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, 10 x 19 x 72" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road
rated tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-1050-CB-R-HYD-2

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 1,050 gallon heavy duty natural tank and a 14,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with a 7,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, a model 20 hydraulic actuator with a 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, fenders, lights, and four
8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires.

PBM-DT-1050-CB-R-HYD2-16K

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 1,050 gallon heavy duty natural tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle
spring suspension, a model 20 actuator with a 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side and tail
lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 x 12-ply road rated tires.

PBM-DT-1600CB-R-HYD-16K

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 1,600 gallon heavy duty tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, a model 20 actuator with 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, single axle hydraulic surge brakes, 12x19x76 fenders, LED side and tail lights,
and four 8 on 6.5 hubs w/1200x16.5x12 road tires.

PBM-DT-1600CB-R-HYD2-16K

Cone Bottom Tank Trailer with a 1,600 gallon heavy duty tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, a model 20 actuator with 1 inch adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 12x19x76 fenders, LED side and tail lights,
and four 8 on 6.5 hubs w/1200x16.5x12 road tires.

PBM-DT-550-CB-R
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Tank Trailers

High Volume

*Plumbing sold separately

PBM-DT-1635-R-HYD-16K

								

The 1,635 gallon Tank Trailer is a great choice for moving larger volumes of material into the field or the orchard. This high
volume, low profile, elliptical leg Tank Trailer provides more bulk storage and supports more equipment than the 1000 gallon
trailers.
Features:
♦♦ 1,635 gallon polyethylene tank
♦♦ Double axle spring suspension
♦♦ 8,000 lb axles (one brake, one idler)
♦♦ Sturdy steel tubing frame
♦♦ Single axle surge brakes
♦♦ Model 20 (20,000 lbs) actuator with one inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 5,000 lb top wind jack
♦♦ Pump and engine mounts on rear of trailer
♦♦ Tandem fenders
♦♦ LED side and tail lights
♦♦ 1200 x 16.5 12-ply tires (4,045 lbs per tire)
Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-DT-1635-I-16K

Elliptical Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,635 gallon tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 8,000 lb double axle spring suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 11L16 implement tires. Does not include brakes or lights.

PBM-DT-1635-R-16K

Elliptical Leg Tank Trailer with a 1,635 gallon tank and a 16,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with an 8,000 lb double axle spring
suspension, a 1" adjustable clevis hitch, 12 x 19 x 76" fenders, side and tail lights, and four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200 x 16.5 12-ply road rated
tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-DT-1635-R-HYD2-16K

Elliptical leg tank trailer w/1635 gal poly leg tank, 16,000lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 8000 lb. double axle spring suspension,
Model 20 hydraulic brake actuator with 1” adjustable clevis hitch, double axle hydraulic surge brakes, 12x19x76 fenders, side and tail lights,
four 8 on 6.5 hubs with 1200x16.5x12-ply road rated tires.

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Tank Trailers

High Volume
PBM-DT-2035-R-HYD
This triple axle, 2,035 gallon Tank Trailer is built
for larger bulk material transfer and specific
application hauling. This is an ideal trailer for
transporting water between application sites.
Features:
♦♦ 2,035 gallon polyethylene tank
♦♦ Triple axle spring suspension
♦♦ 7,000 lb axles, double axle hydraulic surge brakes
♦♦ Steel tubing frame
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 5,000 lb jack
♦♦ Fenders
♦♦ LED side and tail lights
♦♦ 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires, 8 on 6.5
hubs
♦♦ 20,000 lb load capacity
♦♦ For heavier loads, Electric brake options are available
*Plumbing sold separately

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-DT-2035-I

Elliptical Leg Tank Trailer with a 2,035 gallon tank and a 20,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb triple axle spring suspension, a 1"
adjustable clevis hitch, fenders, and six 8 on 6.5 hubs with 11L16 implement tires. Does not include brakes or trailer lights.

PBM-DT-2035-R

Elliptical Leg Tank Trailer with a 2,035 gallon tank and a 20,000 lb weight capacity. Comes standard with 7,000 lb triple axle spring suspension, a 1"
adjustable clevis hitch, fenders, side and tail lights, six 8 on 6.5 hubs with 235 x 80R16 10-ply road rated tires. Does not include brakes.

PBM-POPUP-2500HD				
PBM’s Pop-up Trailer solves many of the problems that plague fertilizer
and chemical application today. This lightweight tank trailer is perfect to
haul to a location of choice and fill with chemical. Pop-up trailers are
100% drain-able eliminating the waste of chemical left on the bottom of the
tank. What once was a two man job now only takes a single person, the
Pop-up allows you to do the same job in 1/2 the time at 1/3 the cost.
Features:
♦♦ 2500 Gallon heavy duty polyethylene tank
♦♦ Single idler axle
♦♦ 5” on 4 1/2” wheels with ST205x75D15 tires
♦♦ 1” clevis hitch
♦♦ Hydraulic hand pump
♦♦ Steel cone basket and stand
Options
PBM-POPUP-2500HD-LK

Ladder kit for the 2500 gallon
heavy duty pop-up trailer.
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PBM-DT-2600-BLIMP
The 2,600 BLIMP is a ‘mobile bulk transfer system’,
for transport to and filling in the field. The wagon
style steering design makes it easy to use and maneuver. Unit to be towed empty only.

Tank Trailers

High Volume

Features:
♦♦ 2,600 gallon polyethylene tank
♦♦ Fifth wheel pivot front axle, solid rear axle
♦♦ 23,160 pound hub weight capacity (5,790lb per hub)
♦♦ 12.5L x 16 implement tires,(4,700 lbs per tire)
♦♦ No suspension
♦♦ Steel tubing frame
♦♦ One inch clevis hitch
♦♦ Pump and motor mounts at rear of trailer
♦♦ Rear access ladder to lid
♦♦ Unit to be towed empty only
*Plumbing sold separately

PBM-DT-2635-I-WAGON
Popular option for a ‘mobile bulk transfer system’. This
2,635 gallon Leg Tank Trailer has built in baffle and heavy
duty legs making it a very durable option for in field bulk
liquid transfer.
Features:
♦♦ 2,635 gallon polyethylene tank
♦♦ Fifth wheel pivot front axle, solid rear axle
♦♦ Steel tubing frame
♦♦ No suspension
♦♦ 36,000 lb hub weight capacity
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 1100 x 16 implement tires (5,103 lbs per tire)
♦♦ Side access ladder to lid
♦♦ Pump and motor mounts on rear
♦♦ Unit to be towed empty

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Tank Trailers

Tilt Trailers

PBM-TILT-HYD-H-TRAILER								
A popular field transport solution, this hydraulically operated Tilt Trailer allows a single operator to raise and lower empty bulk
storage tanks on site. This trailer was designed for use with Norwesco’s line of vertical storage tanks from 2,100 to 8400 gallons
(with some exceptions), contact us if you would like to know if your tank is compatible with this trailer.
Features:
♦♦ Tank size diameter ranges from 102 to 120 Inches
♦♦ 3,500 lb torflex suspension
♦♦ Sturdy steel tubing frame
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ 225 x 75D15 road rated tires
♦♦ 5,000 lb jack
♦♦ LED side and tail lights
♦♦ Tie down straps with storage box, winch and winch bar
Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-TILT-HYD-12V-2-TRAILR

Tilt Up Trailer for vertical polyethylene tanks between 102” and 120” in diameter, A 12 volt power source controls hydraulic up and down
lift pump. Comes standard with four 225 x 75D15 tires, two 3,500 lb torflex axles, fenders, steel tubing frame, storage box with two straps,
and a winch bar.

PBM-TILT-HYD-12V-TRAILER

Tilt Up Trailer for vertical polyethylene tanks between 102” and 120” in diameter, A 12 volt power source controls hydraulic up and down lift
pump. Comes standard with two 225 x 75D15 tires, a 5,200 lb torflex axle, steel tubing frame, storage box with two straps and a winch bar.

PBM-TILT-HYD-H-2-TRAILER

Tilt Up Trailer for vertical polyethylene tanks between 102” and 120” in diameter, A 160cc Honda™ motor, hydraulic pump controls power up
and down. Comes standard with four 225 x 75D15 tires, two 3,500 lb torflex axles, steel tubing frame, fenders, storage box with two straps
and a winch bar.

PBM-TILT-HYD-H-TRAILER-EW

Tilt Up Trailer for vertical polyethylene tanks between 120” and 141” in diameter. A 160cc Honda™ motor, hydraulic pump controls power
up and down. Comes standard with two 225-75-15 tires, 5,200 lb torflex idler axle, steel tubing frame, storage box with three straps and a
winch bar.

PBM-TILT-HYD-H-2-TRLR-EW

Tilt Up Trailer for vertical polyethylene tanks between 120” and 141” in diameter. A 160cc Honda™ motor, hydraulic pump controls power
up and down. Comes standard with four 225 x 75D15 tires, two 3,500 lb torflex axles, steel tubing frame, fenders, storage box with three
straps and a winch bar.

PBM-TILT-HYD-H-2TB-TRL-EW

Tilt Up Trailer for vertical polyethylene tanks between 120” and 141” in diameter. A 160cc Honda™ motor, hydraulic pump controls power up
and down. Comes standard with four 225 x 75D15 tires, two 3,500 lb torflex electric brake axles, steel tubing frame, fenders, storage box
with three straps and a winch bar.

PBM-TILT-TRAILER

Tilt Up Trailer for vertical poly tanks between 102” and 120” in diameter. Comes standard with torflex axle suspension, two 225 x 75D15
tires, 15" wheels, and a steel tubing frame. Includes wheel chocks, storage box with two straps and a winch bar.

Demonstration of our non-hydraulic tilt trailer in action.
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Tank Trailers

Tag-Along Trailer

TAG-EL-500-NGP-7050
PBM’s Tag-Along Liquid Fertilizer Applicator Tank Trailer is ideal for the banding application of liquid fertilizers and nitrogen
products. The ground drive pump varies application rate with the speed of the vehicle. Available in popular 300 and 500 gallon
tank sizes. Shown here with optional rear mounted slide boom.
Features:
♦♦ 500 gallon elliptical polyethylene tank
♦♦ 11L15 implement tires, 6 on 6 hubs
♦♦ Sturdy steel tubing frame
♦♦ CDS-John Blue® ground drive piston pumps
♦♦ One inch adjustable clevis hitch
♦♦ Quick release chain drive
♦♦ Stainless air chamber with 0-60 PSI dry ammonia gauge
♦♦ Suction shutoff valve and filter
♦♦ Stainless and polypropylene plumbing fittings
Options:

Mechanical Agitation, Booms, valves and nozzles for tag-a-longs sold separately

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

TAG-EL-300-NGP-6050

Tag-Along Fertilizer Applicator Tank Trailer with a 300 gallon elliptical tank. Comes standard with a ground driven CDS-John Blue® NGP6050 Piston pump with rope clutch control and two 11L15 implement tires.

TAG-EL-300-NGP-7050

Tag-Along Fertilizer Applicator Tank Trailer with a 300 gallon elliptical tank. Comes standard with a ground driven CDS-John Blue® NGP7050 piston pump with rope clutch control and two 11L15 implement tires.

TAG-EL-300-NGP-9050

Tag-Along Fertilizer Applicator Tank Trailer with a 300 gallon elliptical tank. Comes standard with a ground driven CDS-John Blue® NGP9050 piston pump with rope clutch control and two 11L15 implement tires.

TAG-EL-500-NGP-6050

Tag-Along Fertilizer Applicator Tank Trailer with a 500 gallon elliptical tank. Comes standard with a ground drive CDS-John Blue® NGP-6050
piston pump with manual clutch and 11L-15 implement tires.

TAG-EL-500-NGP-6050-S

Tag-Along Fertilizer Applicator Tank Trailer with a 500 gallon elliptical tank. Comes standard with a ground driven CDS-John® Blue NGP6050-S piston pump with stainless steel heads and rope clutch control and two 11L15 implement tires.

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Tank Trailers

Plumbing Kits

Basic Plumbing Kits

Used for transfer and/or loading spray equipment at the application site. Pump and motor MUST be ordered separately.
Options include your choice of Norswesco components or
Banjo components.

Pump & Motor Plumbing Detail (pump and motor NOT included)

Features:
♦♦ Single 2 inch, 4-bolt stainless steel tank adapter
♦♦ Single 2 inch, polypropylene tee
♦♦ Single 2 inch, polypropylene plug
♦♦ Two 2 inch x close, polypropylene nipples
♦♦ Single 2 inch, polypropylene ball valve
♦♦ Two 2 inch, polypropylene king nipples
♦♦ Two 2 inch, “C” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Single 2 inch 90O, “F” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Single 2 inch suction hose, 15—25 foot delivery
♦♦ Single 2 inch “y” strainer, polypropylene
♦♦ Single 2 inch “D” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Single 2 x 4 inch, polypropylene nipple
Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-BASIC PLUMB KIT

2 inch Basic fill kit with Norwesco
components

PBM-BASIC PLUMB KIT
BANJO

2 inch Basic fill kit with Banjo
components

Tank Valve Detail - Banjo
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Tank Trailers

Plumbing Kits

3 Way Plumbing Kits
Used for transfer, mixing and/or loading spray equipment at the
application site. A suction side 3-way valve allows the operator to draft material from alternative sources and the discharge
side 3-way valve can route to either by-pass agitation or a water
nozzle. Options include your choice of Norswesco components
or Banjo components.
Features:
♦♦ Two 2 inch, 4-bolt stainless steel tank adapter
♦♦ Single 2 inch, polypropylene tee
♦♦ Single 2 inch, polypropylene plug
♦♦ Four 2 inch x close, polypropylene nipples
♦♦ Single 2 inch, FP polypropylene ball valve
♦♦ Two 2 inch, polypropylene king nipples
♦♦ Two 2 inch, “C” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Two 2 inch 90O, “F” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Single 2 inch suction hose, 15—25 foot delivery
♦♦ Single 2 inch “Y” strainer, polypropylene
♦♦ Single 2 inch “D” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Single 2 x 4 inch, polypropylene nipple
♦♦ Two each 2 inch V-200-SL, side load 3-way valves

Pump & Motor Plumbing Detail (pump and motor NOT included)

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-BASIC DBL2”3WAY

2 Inch 3-way plumbing with Norwesco
compnents

PBM-BASIC DBL2”3WAYBANJO

2 Inch 3-way plumbing with Banjo compnents

Tank Valve Detail - Banjo

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Discharge Valve Detail

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
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Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
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Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Tank Trailers

Plumbing Kits
Cross Plumbing Kits
Cross style plumbing allows operators to adjust flow and easily
change from loading to dispensing without disconnecting hoses.
Includes tank shut-off valve and suction hose. Options include
Black iron fittings or polypropylene
Features:(Black iron components will be supplied in polypropylene if the
PBM-BASIC-2”PP PLUM kit is ordered)
♦♦ Single, two inch, 4-bolt stainless steel tank adapter
♦♦ Three, two inch Black iron tees
♦♦ Single, two inch, black iron plug
♦♦ Four, two inch black iron close nipples
♦♦ Four, two inch, steel king nipple
♦♦ Two, two inch, “C” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Two, 2 x 2.5 inch, black iron nipples
♦♦ Single, two inch 90O, F polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Single, two inch, suction hose , 15—25 foot delivery
♦♦ Single, two inch, “D” polypropylene camlock
♦♦ Two, 2 x 4 inch black iron nipple
♦♦ Four each, two inch full port compact valves
♦♦ Two each, two inch, 6-bolt full port valves

Pump & Motor Plumbing Detail (pump and motor NOT included)

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-BASIC 2”BI CROSS PLUM

2 inch Cross plumbing with black iron
components

PBM-BASIC 2”PP CROSS
PLUM

2 inch Cross plumbing with polypropylene components

Tank Valve Detail- Banjo

Discharge Valve Detail

Fill Valve Kits
These valve kits are used for loading liquid Tank Trailers
or can be used as a bypass port.

Fill Valve Kit Detail - Norwesco

Features:
♦♦ Single, TA200SS, two inch half nipple stainless steel adapter
♦♦ Single, two inch FP polypropylene ball valve
♦♦ Single, two inch (F) MPT x male couple
♦♦ Single DC2PP, polypropylene cap
Base models (options not included)
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Item number

Description

PBM-BASIC FILL VALVE KIT

2 inch fill valve with Norwesco components

PBM-BASIC FILL VALVE KITB

2 inch fill valve with Banjo components

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California

PBM-TT-1
This portable Toilet Trailer meets all field
regulations, wash water, drinking water, bathroom
facility for support of workers in the field.
Features:
♦♦ 67 gallon John toilet
♦♦ 55 gallon wash tank with spigot valve
♦♦ Single axle with 15 inch road rated tires and wheels
♦♦ 5,000 lb jack
♦♦ Three inch black iron drain fitting
♦♦ Three inch slide valve for drain
♦♦ Three inch male polypropylene quick coupler with
cap and chain
♦♦ 33 gallon garbage can
♦♦ Towel dispenser - towels not included
♦♦ Cup dispenser - cups not included
♦♦ 10 gallon water cans - two each

Tank Trailers

Flatbed & Toilet Trailers

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-TT-1-ECONO

Single toilet trailer, ST205 x 75D15 with 5 on 4.5 tires and wheels, portable toilet, safety chains.

PBM-TT-2

Double toilet, single axle toilet trailer with 15” road rated tires, 55 gallon wash tank, 5000 lb jack, garbage can, towel and cup dispenser, two 10
gallon water cans. Plumbed with 3" fittings and slide valve.

Flatbed Utility Trailers
These flatbed trailers are capable of hauling large loads. Diamond
plate decks provide a durable and slip-resistant surface.
Features:
♦♦ Diamond Plate Deck
♦♦ Removable Side Rails come standard
♦♦ Single Axle Hydraulic Surge Brakes
♦♦ 1” Pin Hitch
Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

102X10-14K FLATBED TLR

Flatbed trailer with single axle hydraulic surge brakes and 14,000 lb spring suspension. 102” wide by 120” long deck with removable sides

102X14-14K FLATBED TLR

Flatbed trailer with single axle hydraulic surge brakes and 14,000 lb spring suspension. 102” wide by 168” long deck with removable sides

102X14-16K FLATBED TLR

Flatbed trailer with single axle hydraulic surge brakes and 16,000 lb spring suspension. 102” wide by 168” long deck with removable sides

102X16-16K FLATBED TLR

Flatbed trailer with single axle hydraulic surge brakes and 16,000 lb spring suspension. 102” wide by 192” long deck with removable sides

ATT-FBT

ATT-FBT-4’X6’-W/TILT

(with side rail kit)

Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

ATT-FBT

Flatbed Trailer with a 4 x 6 bed. Comes standard with a single solid axle, 1 7/8" ball hitch, and two 22 x 11 4-ply flotation tires.

ATT-FBT-4’X6’-W/TILT

Flatbed Trailer with a 4 x 6 foot tilting bed. Comes standard with a single solid axle, 1 7/8" ball hitch, and two 22 x 11 4-ply flotation tires.

ATT-FBT-SIDE RAIL-KIT

Side rail kit for flatbed trailers. Comes standard with two six foot side rails, a four foot rear rail, and mounting hardware.

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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CXSS-CLOSED MIX
			

CTS200 CLOSED SYSTEM KIT

PBM Supply & Manufacturing, Inc.
Since 1969

Stainless Steel closed mixing and rinsing system. This
system was designed for introducing chemicals from 1 and
2.5 gallon chemical containers into suction based spray
systems. Closed mix system comes with 1 1/2” chemical
suction port, 1 1/4” purging rinse port, 1” sparge tube and
a graduated calibration tube for measuring.

This system is designed to introduce chemicals from a standard
chemical container into a tank without risking exposure to the
operator. This closed mixing system is made up of the following
part numbers.
CTS200AR, Closed mix transfer system bottle adapter.
CTS200D, 2” Closed mix tank adapter with NPT thread
UV050FP, 1/2” FPT, 3/4” Port Union valve
BAS974, 3/4” X 1/2” FGH X FIP Swivel adapter
NIP12PP, 1/2” x 1/2” Threaded nipple

Hypro Cleanload

			
The Cleanload is a self-contained eduction system which allows the operator to mix
liquid and dry chemicals safely and quickly. This efficient design has a built in bottle rinse
system which allows the operator to safely triple rinse chemical containers on-site.

Item Number
3376-0870
3376-0871
3376-1170
3376-1171
3376-1670
3376-1671

Cleanload system mounted to an
HAV-150

Integrated bottle-wash system

Base models (options not included)
Application

Description

Nozzle Size

Low Flow Roller/ Diaphragm
Pump

High Pressure/ Low Flow

08mm

On-Board Sprayer Pump

High Pressure/ High Flow

11mm

Transfer Pump

Low Pressure/ High Flow

16mm

Tank Size

Eductor Orientation
Right

7 gallon (26.5 L ) Tank holds
a full 51 pound (23.1 kg) bag
of dry material and can be
used to rinse large 20-liter
(5.2 gal) jugs

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left

easyFlow Closed Transfer System

The easyFlow is a CA DPR approved closed transfer system designed to adapt directly
to a sprayer or mixing tank and prevent the exposure of harmful chemicals to operators.
The container adapter connects to sealed or non-sealed small PPP containers, enabling
the user to do partial or complete dosing. The design includes the ability to rinse used
containers and has integrated backflow prevention.
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Item number

Description

EF0376

Kit, includes 1 tank adapter and 3 container adapters

EFBA02

Kit, includes 1 tank adapter and 2 container adapters

EFJA64

easyFlow container adapter

EFTA55

easyFlow tank adapter

EFWP71

easyFlow wedge plate kit for angled tanks.

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California

Super Drums
These Super Drum tanks are designed for maneuvering small
batches of various chemicals and dormant oils with a fork lift.
Empty drums can be transported with PBM’s Super Drum Trailer
shown below. These 100% drainable tanks come in 300, 400, and
500 gallon sizes.
Base models (options not included)
Item number

Description

PBM-SUPER-300

300 gallon polyethylene tank with saddle and fork sockets
included.

PBM-SUPER-400

400 gallon polyethylene tank with saddle and fork sockets
included.

PBM-SUPER-500

500 gallon polyethylene tank with saddle and fork sockets
included.

Tank Trailers

Trailer Parts & Accessories

Super Drum Dry-Transport Trailers and Plumbing Kits are available.

Transfer Pumps
We offer the most popular models of transfer pumps on the market today, including Banjo, MP/Flomax, Hypro & Monarch.
Following is a list of some of the most common assemblies powered by Honda, Briggs & Stratton, LCT, PowerPro/Hypro &
Kohler.

3.

2.

1.

7.

4.

5.

9.

8.

10.

6.

11.

Base models (options not included)
#

Item number

Description

Power Rating

Size

Body Material

1

PBM-36585-4H

MP Pumps Flomax 8 coupled to a 120cc Honda Gas Engine

120cc 4hp*

2”

Cast Iron

2

PBM-36585-5.5H

MP Pumps Flomax 8 coupled to a 160cc Honda Gas Engine

160cc 5.5hp*

2”

Cast Iron

3

PBM-36585-5BS

MP Pumps Flomax 8 coupled to a 9tq Briggs & Stratton Gas Engine

205cc 6.5hp* 9.0tq

2”

Cast Iron

4

PBM-36585-6.5K

MP Pumps Flomax 8 coupled to a 6.5hp Kohler Gas Engine

2”

Cast Iron

5

PBM-21372-9H

MP Pumps Flomax 15 coupled to a 9hp Honda Gas Engine

270cc 9 hp*

3”

Cast Iron

6

200P6PRO

Banjo Poly Pump coupled to a 6.5hp Briggs & Stratton Gas Engine

208cc 6.5 hp

2”

Poly

7

PBM-200PH-5

Banjo Poly Pump coupled to a 160cc Honda Gas Engine

160cc 5.5 hp*

2”

Poly

8

1542P-65SP

Hypro 1542p pump coupled to a 6.5hp PowerPro Gas Engine

6.5hp

2”

Poly

9

FBSGF-10

Monarch Cast Iron Pump coupled to a 205cc Briggs & Stratton Gas Engine

205cc 5.5 hp*

2”

Cast Iron

10.

PBM-FBSGF-5.5H

Monarch Cast Iron Pump coupled to a 160cc Honda Gas Engine

160cc 5.5 hp*

2”

Cast Iron

11

PBM-3430-0792-5H

Hypro Aluminum Pump coupled to a 160cc Honda Gas Engine

160cc 5.5 hp*

2”

Aluminum

6.5 hp

-

*Engine manufacturers rate their engines to different standards. Values shown with an asterisk are general estimates, not actual manufacturer ratings.

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Standard PBM Trailer Axles
Item number

SPRING STYLE AXLES

Description

D35IDLER50X34

3500lbs idler axle with springs

D35HYD63X46

3500lbs hydraulic surge brake axle with springs

D35IDLER63X46

3500lbs idler axle with springs

D52HYD69.75X46

5200lbs hydraulic surge brake axle with springs

D52IDLER69X51

5200lbs idler axle with springs

D70HYD64X46

7000lbs hydraulic surge brake axle with springs

D70IDLER64X46

7000lbs idler axle with springs

D70HYD69X51

7000lbs hydraulic surge brake axle with springs

D70IDLER69X51

7000lbs idler axle with springs

D70HYD76X58

7000lbs hydraulic surge brake axle with springs

D70IDLER76X58

7000lbs idler axle with springs

D80HYD92X73

8000lbs hydraulic surge brake axle with springs

D80IDLER92X73

8000 lbs idler axle with springs

To order, specify item number: Example: D80IDLER92X73

Dexter Axle Torflex Suspension

Item number

TORFLEX AXLES

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

3500lbs Torflex idler axle, 6 on 5.5

#10 TOR-6ON5.5-90X74ELEC

3500lbs Torflex axle, 6 on 5.5, electric brakes

#10 TOR-6ON5.5-90X74HYD

3500lbs Torflex axle, 6 on 5.5, hydraulic brakes

#11 TORFLEX-6ON5.5-90X74

5200lbs Torflex Idler axle, 6 on 5.5.

To order, specify item number: #10 TORFLEX AXLE

#

1.

Description

#10 TORFLEX-6ON5.5-90X74

Item number

Lights and Accessories

Description

1

CL-26020-RK

LED 2.5” red clearance light with wire plug and grommet

2

CL-26020-AK

LED 2.5” yellow clearance light with wire plug and grommet

3

CL-23120-A

LED Amber mini clearance light

4

CL-23120-R

LED Red mini clearance light

5

CL-23000-GM

Rectangular clearance light grommet for 23000 series lights

6

WW-7006-2

2 prong plug for CL-23010, 23120, CL-26020-RK & 10519 lights

7

ID-87120-R

LED Submersible light bar

8

U042-950

Registration holder

9

LPI-43020-K

LED License plate illuminator on license plate bracket

10

TL-62020-RK

LED Red oval Stop/turn light with 3-prong plug and grommet

11

RT2-0606-C

2” conspicuity tape /per foot

12

6970T65

2” anti-skid safety tape

-

6970T51

4” anti-skid safety tape

-

PBM-DT-LED TAIL LITE Two TL-62020-RK lights, grommets and pigtails. Also includes 25 feet
KIT
of wire (14 gauge, 4 conductor wire).

-

PBM-DT-LED COMP
LITE KIT

Two red and two yellow LED lights, Two red and two amber mini
clearance LED lights, 2 stop/turn LED lights, LED light bar, LED
license plate illuminator, 36 feet x 2 inch conspicuity tape, registration
holder, grommets, plugs, wire and brackets.

To order, specify item number: Example: 60002R
7.

11.

8.
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10.
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Trailer Parts
Please refer to the tables below for specific trailer replacement part numbers for re-order purposes.
To order, specify item number: AP-216

Double Eye Hanger Kits

Item number
1764100
1765100
1765200

Description
Single axle kit SF 201-U7 small
Single axle kit SF 201 U-10
Tandem axle hanger kit

Slipper Spring Attachment Kits
Kit number
AP-103

AP-122

AP-202

AP-216

AP-233

Slipper Spring Axle Kits

Quantity Item number
Description
Attaching parts kit
2
006-007-00 9/16" -18 Locknut
2
006-011-00 Keeper nut
2
007-007-00 Keeper bolt
2
007-017-00 Spring eye bolt
Attaching parts kit
6
006-092-00 Flange locknut
2
007-126-00 Shackle bolt
2
018-012-00 Shackle link
2
018-021-00 Shackle link assembly
Attaching parts kit
4
006-007-00 9/16" -18 Locknut
4
006-011-00 Keeper nut
2
006-111-00
Equalizer nut
2
007-001-01 Equalizer bolt
4
007-007-00 Keeper bolt
4
007-017-00 Spring eye bolt
2
013-004-00 Equalizer
Attaching parts kit
4
006-007-00 9/16" -18 Locknut
4
006-011-00 Keeper nut
2
006-111-00
Equalizer nut
2
007-001-01 Equalizer bolt
4
007-007-00 Keeper bolt
4
007-017-00 Spring eye bolt
2
013-044-01 Equalizer
Attaching parts kit
14
006-092-00 Flange locknut
6

007-126-00

Shackle bolt

2
4
4

013-102-02
018-011-00
018-020-00

Equalizer
Shackle link
Shackle link assembly

Kit number
H-104

Quantity
2
2

H-110
2
2
H-202
2
2
2
H-238
2
2
2
H-248
4
2

Spring Data
Hanger
kit
H-202

Spring

Desc.

Loaded
arch
height

72-30

25S-2000

2.00

24.00

72-31
72-32

25S-2500
25S-3000

2.00
2.00

24.00
24.00

Item number
AWS-2
AWS-3
AWS-4
AWS-5
4342-17
72-42
72-27
72-32
72-51-01

A

Item number
Description
Hanger kit
028-005-00
Front hanger
030-020-00
Rear hanger
Hanger kit
028-001-00
Front hanger
030-028-00
Rear hanger
Hanger kit
028-001-00
Front hanger
029-001-00
Center hanger
030-028-00
Rear hanger
Hanger kit
028-009-01
Front hanger
029-005-01
Center hanger
030-006-01
Rear hanger
Hanger kit
028-005-00
Front hanger
029-031-00
Rear hanger

Tank Trailers

Trailer Parts & Accessories

Dimensions using AP KIT AP-202
B

Tandem dimension X (frame to spindle)
Straight
Straight
4inch drop
under/S
over /S
under /S

C

D

E

28.75

33.50

33.00

11.5

+3.61

+9.10

-.39

28.75
28.75

33.50
33.50

33.00
33.00

11.5
11.5

+3.61
+3.61

+9.21
+9.57

-.39
-.39

Springs

Description
1050lbs springs
1700lbs springs
2250lbs springs
2800lbs springs
1750 lbs double eye spring, 25.25 inches eye to eye
1750lbs double eye spring, 26 inches
3500lbs double eye spring, 26 inches
3500 slipper spring
4000lbs slipper spring

To order, specify item number: Example: AWS-5

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Trailer Parts
Please refer to the tables below for specific trailer replacement part numbers for re-order purposes.
To order, specify item number: Example: W888

Description

Inner
(race)
cup

Outer
(race)
cup

ATT-5-4.5H

5 on 4.5

-

1686000042

5 on 4.5 HD

-

82655

8 on 6.5

W888

Hubs
Inner bearing

Outer bearing

Cone

Bore

Cone

Bore

Wheel
bolt

Grease
cap

Grease
seal

A

B

-

0801800

-

0801800

-

0508200

1428600

0899800

4 1/4

-

1548000

-

0801900

-

0508200

1428600

15529

4

-

-

0801800

-

0802100

-

0508200

1605

1707200

6 on 6

JL69310

LM67010

JL69349

-

LM67048

-

101301

1513-1

50612889 G889

6 on 6
(Tagalong)

JL69310

LM67010

JL69349

1.5

LM67048

1.25

540-0820

N287880

6 on 6
(late 2017
Tagalongs)

N910257

N910257

N910273

1.25

N910259

1.625

N913574

8286T-AL

8 on 6.5 w/
9/16 studs

-

-

1022900

-

0802100

-

0508200

1865700

1707200

-

-

50800900 G900

8 on 8
8 on 6.5 w/
1/2" studs

511-3410

511-5521

512-5580

2.75

512-5580

1.75

54000918

561-2618

513-0749

3.44

1.31

25520

14276

25580

1.75

14125A

1.25

4759-25-Z

1605

22333VB

1.94

1.375

1.25

Item number

82865A

Dimensions in inches
C

D

lbs.
cap

Spindle
for hub

1 3/4

1 5/16

-

1250

ATT-1-SPDL

1 3/4

1 27/32

-

1750

1243401

4

1 3/4

1 27/32

-

7000

1703600

CR16289

1.56

1.06

1.06

-

3560

524-0175

560-2008

300582

1.52

1.12

1.06

1.52

3560

524-0175

N909905

N906985

2.575 1.075

1.1

1.7

4570

N287321

-

-

7000

R40642

1.63

.38

9000

528-0300

.775

7000

R40642

D

D

8 bolt, 8" circle

4

Tapped 3/8 inch - 16
unc. (type B)
Equally spaced on a
5 1/2 inch bolt circle

1 3/4

6 bolt, 6" circle

1 27/32

5 bolt, 4 1/2" circle
6 bolt, 5 1/2" circle

4 7/8 inch

4 3/8

A

C

Complete
Assembly
ATT-1-SPDL
1243401
R40642
524-0175
528-0300
N287321

Approximate
weight in
pounds
2 3/4
4
7
8
28
16.5

C

B

A

B

Spindles, Spindle Washers, Castle Nuts & Cotter Pins
A

B

C

D

1 5/16
1 3/4
2 1/8
1.75 O.D.
3.00 O.D.
2 7/16

1 1/4
1 23/32
2 1/4
1.63
2.88
2.25

1
1 3/8
1 3/4
1.4951/1.4951
2.7495/2.7480
1.625

NA
1 1/16
1 1/4
1.2495/1.2485
1.7495/1.7480
1.25

F

G

11/16
11/16
15/32
7/8 x 14
1 1/4x12
1/8

8 13/32
8 13/64
9 15/32
12.50
15.44
15.5

3 1/2
3 3/8
4 5/16
8.07
8.12
10.375

Item number
540-0820
54000820
54000918
541-0820
54100820
541-1216
N913574

Spindles

Bolts

Bolts

Type “B”

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Item number
550-0820
55000820
550-1216
N912927

Item number

Nuts

24

E

Size in inches

A

Type “A”

1/2 inch - 20 UNF
(type 6) equally
spaced on a 5 1/2 inch
bolt circle

Type “C”

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

560-2008
561-2209
561-2618
561-2211
562-2207
N909905

Spindle Only

Spindle
Washer

Castle Nut

Cotter Pin

ATT-1-SPDL ONLY
1243400
1703601
N/A
70000110
N/A

0824800
0824800
1806200
514-0003
514-0005
N913607

0797700
0797700
0797800
515-0652
515-2205
N912952

7994
7994
0799500
516-0002
516-0003
N905936

Wheel Bolts / Studs

A
1.50
1.25
1.75
1.63
1.63
2.56
1.875

B
1.00
.75
1.13
1.26
1.26
1.68
1.125

C
.75
.75
.88
.62
.62
1.01
.6

Wheel Nuts

A
1/2 x 20 UNF
1/2 x 20 UNF
3/4 x 16 UNF
1/2 x 20 UNF

B
90O
90O
100O
60O

Grease Caps

D
1/2 x 20 UNF
1/2 x 20 UNF
9/16 x 18 UNF
1/2 x 20 UNF
1/2 x 20 UNF
3/4 x 16 UNF
1/2 x 20 UNF
C
5/8
9/16
7/8
5/8

D
13/16
3/4
1 1/2
13/16

Type

A

B

C

Approximate
weight in
pounds

A
B
B
B
C
A

2.448
1.943
3.355
1.958
3.157
2.435

1 1/4
1 3/8
1 5/8
1 3/8
1 3/8
1.15

1/4
9/32
9/16
11/32
7/32
9/32

.25
.11
.27
.11
.28
.2

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California

Hydraulic Surge Brake Actuators
Actuators operate automatically by the “push” of the trailer against the towing vehicle and applies
the brakes in direct relationship to the deceleration rate of the towing unit. The patented overload
control device avoids destructive hydraulic line pressure. Brakes require no connection to the
towing vehicle other than the hitch. For direct replacement of actuators on PBM trailers, be sure
to order an option with trailer mounting plates.

Q021-000

Model 10 Actuator with trailer mounting plates

Hydraulic Surge Brake Actuators
Item number

Description

MODEL 6 ACTUATOR-CHANNEL
MODEL 10 ACTUATOR
Q021-000
MODEL 20 ACTUATOR
Q020-000

Brake capacity
in pounds

Tongue weight
in pounds

6,000
10,000
10,000
20,000
20,000

600
800
800
800
800

Model 6 actuator with 4 hole hitch channel. *weld on
Model 10 actuator with 4 hole hitch channel and clevis hitch. *weld on
Model 10 actuator with trailer mounting plates and 4 hole hitch channel
Model 20 actuator with 4 hole hitch channel and clevis hitch. *weld on
Model 20 actuator with trailer mounting plates and 4 hole hitch channel

Tank Trailers
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Adjustable Trailer Hitches

The channel forming the back plate on these adjustable hitches welds
onto the tongue or brake actuator. Rated capacity is 2,000lbs tongue
load.
Item number
Description
09430-95
18820
2330900
16137
1812800
1812200
9093
08978
LW10
18078
Q022-000

2" adjustable ball coupler only
2 5/16" adjustable ball coupler only
2 5/16" coupler assembly
Adjustable 3" Lunette® eye 31.75 only
3" Lunette eye assembly
Adjustable 1" clevis assembly
Bolt and nut
Channel only
Weld-on Pintle ring
Hitch only
Single pin hitch assembly

18078

LW10

16137

08978

18820

Q022-000

Hydraulic Brake Line Kits
Basic Kits
Key

Item number

Description

Single
axle
10871

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0777300
1086500
1062200
1086600
7763
7764
7785
10867
10619
0936600
0777100
0776500
0776200
0776100

13" hose
15’ feet tubing
17" tubing
66" tubing
Hose bracket
Hose clip
Tee
4 1/2" tubing
30 " tubing
Clip
12 7/8" hose
18 7/8" hose
Connector
Gasket

1
1
1
1
2
2
1

Supplementary Kits

Tandem
axle 10872

4

1
1
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
8

1

2

Tilt frame
10873

Torsion
spring
10873

7 & 8 1/2
inch
brakes
10875

1

2
2

1
1

4
1
1

1
2
2

Item number 10871 - Single line kit
Item number 10872 - Tandem hydraulic line kit

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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Tank Trailers

Trailer Parts & Accessories
Fenders
Item number
Round
Jeep
Jeep
Jeep
Jeep

Item number
JPT02-10XP
JPT05-15XP

Description
2,000 lbs tongue jack
5,000 lbs tongue jack with spud
Mount bracket for JPT05-15XP & JPT02-10XP

005006

19
19
19
19
19

9
10
12
10
12

Description
3/8” X 35” Grade 70 safety chain with latch hook
5/16” X 35” Grade 43 safety chain with latch hook
3/8” Double clevis link, grade 70
3/8” Double clevis link

Hitch Balls

45650

Description

1-7/8” Chrome hitch ball with 3/4” shank
2” Chrome hitch ball with 3/4” shank
2” Chrome hitch ball with 1” shank
2 5/16” Chrome hitch ball with 1 1/4” shank
1 7/8, 2”, and 2 5/16” multi-coupler

JPT05-15XP
005006

8057435

B2409C

Sprayer & Trailer Tire / Wheel Assemblies

45650

1200X16.5X12

11L-15 IMP 6 ON 6

26

C

Safety Chain & Parts
Item number
GNSC3835-G70
GNSC51635
8057435
B2409C
Item number
1-78-CB
2-CB
1802134
2-516-CB

JPT02-10XP

Jacks

33
36
36
72
76

B
Size in inches

9X33 ROUND
101936
121936
101972
121976

121976

9X33 ROUND

A

Description

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Item number
20.5X8X10 TIRE AND WHEEL
ST205/75D15 TIRE/WHEEL
750-16 6 ON 5.5
225X75D15 5ON4.5
225X75D15 6 ON 5.5
11L-15IMP-8ON6.5-15X8
11L-15 IMP 6 ON 6
11L-15IMP15X6-5ON4.5WS
11L-16 IMP-W/8ON8 AG
750-16 8 ON 6.5
235X80R-16-10PLY 8ON6.5
235X85R16X14PLY 8ON6.5
1200X16.5X12
12.5L-16 IMP-14PLY 8ON8
1100-16-12PLY T/W
I-1 IMP16.5X16.1-8ON8

Description
20.5 x 8.0 -10 tire / wheel, 5 on 4.5 wheel
15" road-rated tire / wheel, 5 on 4.5 wheel
Tire with 16", 6 on 5.5 wheel
Tire with 15", 5 on 4.5 wheel
Tire with 15", 6 on 5.5 wheel
Implement tire with 15", 8 on 6.5 white spoke wheel
Implement tire with 15", 6 on 6 wheel
Implement tire with 15", 5 on 4.5 white spoke wheel
Implement tire with 16", 8 on 8 wheel
7.50 x 16, 10 Ply Tire on 16” 8 on 6.5 Wheel
Tire with 16", 8 on 6.5 trailer tires
Tire with 16", 8 on 6.5 wheel
Tire with 16.5", 8 on 6.5 wheel
Implement tire with 8 on 8 wheel
Implement tire with 16", 8 on 8 wheel
10-ply Implement tire with 16.5”, 8 on 8 wheel

235X80R-16-10PLY 8ON6.5

ST205 / 75D15

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

1802134

Capacity
1105
1820
2140
2540
2540
2540
2540
2540
2680
2780
3500
3750
4045
4700
5103
5200

20.5X8X10 TIRE & WHEEL

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California

PBM Supply & Manufacturing, Incorporated Company Profile
Products: Durable Sprayers and Trailers of all types for all industries and individuals. We
build products for customers throughout the world. All of our trailers can be easily customized to meet your unique needs and specifications.

Location: Headquarters– Chico, California, USA. A rural upstate town located approxi-

mately 75 miles (120 km) north of Sacramento, with branch office locations in Yuba City,
Fowler and Murrieta, California, USA.
Much of the success of PBM Supply & Mfg., Inc. is attributed to the company’s emphasis on quality, service, and delivery.

Quality: Our Trailers are simply the most durable and well-engineered in the industry. We
invite anyone to compare our heavy-duty construction with that of the competition.

Service: Our sales and engineering staff go to extra lengths to understand your applica-

tion needs and help you select the best sprayer or trailer for the job. All of our sales staff
have hands on experience building sprayers and trailers from the ground up, therefore
giving them the ability to knowledgeably answer the most technical of your sprayer or
trailer questions.

Delivery: Our use of modular sprayer designs allows us to efficently process orders and
typically have them ready to ship within 10 working days. Customized sprayers and
trailers may have longer lead times due to engineering processes, testing, and parts
requisition. Most parts orders are fulfilled within 24 hours.

The technology behind the design and manufacture of PBM Supply & Mfg., Inc. Sprayers and trailers has steadily evolved since the company began in 1969 and for over
fifty years we have continued to be an innovative leader in the construction and manufacture of all types of sprayers and trailers in the Agricultural industry. Craftsmanship
is just as important as technology, and we have confidence that our customers will find
this craftsmanship in everything we do, from design, to manufacturing, to shipping, to
service… that’s The PBM Way.

Chico ~ (800) 688-1334
Northern California HQ

Yuba City ~ (530) 671-0068
Northern California

Fowler ~ (877) 688-1334
Central California

Murrieta ~ (866) 922-7627
Southern California
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P/N: PBM-LIT-BK-TRL-15

www.pbmsprayers.com

Chico
324 Meyers St
800-688-1334

Yuba City
955 N. George Washington Blvd.
530-671-0068

PBM Authorized Dealer

Fowler
3732 S. Golden State Blvd.
877-688-1334
Murrieta
41648 Eastman Dr.
866-922-7627

P/N : PBM-LIT-BK-TRLR

Effective Date : 01 / 01 / 2021

